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how did an astrophysicist wind up here?





    “Cities are the sources of problems… and solutions.”  - Geoffrey West
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Why do we care about cities at all?
    Currently, about 80% of the US and 50% of the global populations reside in cities
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Built Structures

Natural Environment

Humans

“To learn about the city we must observe it.” - Aristotle

http://businessinsider.com
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Our visible wavelength camera and observations

CUSP

Empire State Building
Chrysler Building

Camera:
• Point Grey Flea 3 USB 
• 8 Mega-pixels
• raw image output
• 25mm focal length lens

Observations:
• 1 image every 10 seconds 
• ~2 years of observations
• 3 color images at 25MB each
• total data volume ~100TB
• custom data processing pipeline



This talk will cover 3 important use cases:

     Environmental Impacts of

     Urban Energy use and

     Safety in the built environment
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Jain, Moura, & Kontokosta (2014)

Using energy consumption and models for 
what pollutants are produced and how those 
pollutants disperse, one can estimate the 
impact of pollution “hot spots”

... but, this is not the whole story!
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Plumes of opportunity

Background subtraction:
• registration to reference image
• form 10 absolute difference images from 

surrounding frames
• construct the minimum difference image 

pixel by pixel

Plume ID & tracking:
• denoise background subtracted image
• identify excess/deficit in luminosity space
• cross check object location in color space
• localization and probability weighted 

tracking of centroids

Use cases:
• plume rate
• repeaters
• urban winds
• carbon vs steam emissions
• TOO (triggered) observations

raw image

background subtracted
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Combining images with records

Local Law 84 Energy Usage

using supplementary records data (LiDAR topography),
we can figure out what buildings these are...

... and then combine records data with properties of the images.
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chip 
offsets

scanning/gain artifacts

saturation spikes
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Correlation with measured lab spectra
correlation coefficients
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Clustering on spectral characteristics

combining spectral classification with 
building ID and records data informs:
    . technology penetration
    . rebound (with visible imaging)

    . retrofit targets

but what if want to identify “all” lighting types?
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This is close to the maximally hard clustering problem:
  · low S/N
  · unknown number
  · non-uniform density
  · non-uniform sampling
  · variable size

but we know that our templates (lab spectra) are represented and that minor variations 
(line ratios, etc) exist.

So we can partition the data according to how well correlated it is with these templates, 
cluster each of those subsets with a diversity of techniques, and then filter the results 
for duplicates.

For this (~870 dimensional) data set we chose
  - 10 partitions of the data
  - 3 clustering algorithms
    1. K-Means (distance based, fixed number of clusters)
    2. Hierarchical (distance based, fixed distance)
    3. DBSCAN (density based, fixed density)

http://scikit-learn.org
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Template Activated Partition (TAP) clustering

96 (mostly) unique spectra



Treating individual lights as variable 
sources, we can identify on/off patterns 
which can serve as useful correlates for 
building-level load curves.

This opens up the possibility of remotely 
(and non-invasively) monitoring building 
energy consumption.

Incorporating visible wavelength observations
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Notice that we often have >1 trajectory per object.
To group these into a single object we could try thresholding in x,v space, but this 
turns out to work poorly (buses, passing cars, etc.).
Instead we turn to connected components and spectral clustering which clusters by 
affinity.
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Using positions and velocities we formulate an adjacency matrix,

project to a lower dimensional manifold and cluster (using DPGMM).

http://scikit-learn.org
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Time to collision metrics

KLT + adjacency + spectral clustering + DPMMAndy Chiang, Chenge Li

Kun Xie

A widely used surrogate safety metric is 
time to collision, TTC = ∆x/∆v

Over a 2 hour period, there were ~1000 
“conflicts” (TTC < 1.5s).
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